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Vocabulary Support 
Book 2 Module 3 

 

Unit 5 

smartphone (n.) p.40 

multimedia (n.) p.40 

format (n.) p.40 

graphic (n.) p.41 

creative (adj.) p.42 
(involving the use of imagination to produce new ideas or things) (有創意的) 

posture (n.) p.43 

addiction (n.) p.43 

focus (v.) p.44 

react (v.) p.44 
(to behave in a particular way or show a particular emotion because of something that has 

happened or been said) (反應) 

inquiry (n.) p.46 

intermediate (adj.) p.46 
(at a level of knowledge or skill that is between the basic level and the advanced level) (中等的) 

advanced (adj.) p.46 
(at a difficult level) (高級的) 

satisfied (adj.) p.49 

conclude (v.) p.50 

summary (n.) p.50 

quote (n.) p.50 
(a sentence or phrase from a book, speech etc which you repeat in a speech or piece of writing 

because it is interesting or amusing) (引用句) 

trend (n.) p.50 

luxurious (adj.) p.50 
(very expensive, beautiful, and comfortable) (豪華的) 

instant (adj.) p.51 
(happening or produced immediately) (即時的) 

 

Unit 6 

blouse (n.) p.52 

boot (n.) p.52 

cardigan (n.) p.52 
(a short coat fastened at the front with buttons or a zip) (開襟羊毛衣) 
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sneaker (n.) p.52 

polyester (n.) p.53 
(an artificial material used to make cloth) (尼龍) 

sandal (n.) p.53 

apology (n.) p.54 
(something that you say or write to show that you are sorry for doing something wrong) (道歉) 

light-hearted (adj.) p.54 
(cheerful and not worried about anything) (輕鬆的) 

unsatisfactory (adj.) p.55 

exchange (v.) p.56 

receipt (n.) p.56 
(a piece of paper that you are given which shows that you have paid for something) (收據) 

calm down (ph.) p.56 

refund (n.) p.56 

refuse (v.) p.57 
(to say firmly that you will not do something that someone has asked you to do) (拒絕) 

 

Integrated Task 

popularity (n.) p.12 

device (n.) p.12 

function (n.) p.12 

launch (n.) p.13 

specification (n.) p.13 

custom (adj.) p.13 
(to describe products or services are specially designed and made for a particular person) (待別訂

製的) 

lens (n.) p.13 

worldwide (adj.) p.13 

handheld game console (n.) p.14 

expiry date (n.) p.15 
(the date printed on the container of an item for sale, especially food or medicine, after which the 

item can no longer be sold and should not be used) (產品到期日) 

 

Data File 

router (n.) p.1 
(a piece of electronic equipment that connects computer networks to each other) (路由器) 

optical mouse (n.) p.1 

flash drive (n.) p.1 

cracked (adj.) p.2 
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(to describe something is damaged with one or more thin lines on its surface) (破裂的) 

warranty (n.) p.2 
(a written promise from a company to repair or replace a product that develops a fault within a fixed 

period of time) (產品保用) 

out of stock (adj.) p.3 

refund (n.) p.3 

ignore (v.) p.4 
(to intentionally not listen or give attention to something) (忽視) 

 


